Course Notes

Summer institute participants are strongly encouraged to stay in contact with the instructor at either: cbutler131@aol.com or fbutler@stetson.edu in advance of our week at the University of Central Florida in order to advise of their particular issues/concerns with classroom preps for exam content. Your questions will help to tailor daily presentations in class by addressing them. I heartily welcome your input. I will be available until June 1st. I also suggest, that if you have a laptop, you might bring it to our seminar.

As a Table Leader and Reader for many years at the annual exam Reading, this year I will once again bring fresh information to my colleagues at the institute. Also, since it is my custom to order textbooks for participants, please tell me the name and publisher of texts which you feel are good. I will endeavor to have enough copies of them for distribution to everyone. My deadline for this information must be May 1.

Lastly, as you register officially, I once again encourage you to contact me regarding your special interests and needs. It will be a pleasure for me to address them and, most of all, to meet you and exchange ideas and perspectives. If you are ever in Deland, FL, I invite you to come to the Stetson Campus, Department of Modern Languages in Sampson Hall. My office is in Sampson 204 (Phone 386-822-7293). It would be a pleasure to meet you.

Hasta entonces,

Consultant: Dr. Fred Butler,
Adjunct Professor of Spanish
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